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STORMWATER ESTIMATION

INTRODUCTION
Purpose
This project proposed to create a new building with surrounding parking lot for a mixed
use campus style education center.

Location
The proposed building is south of Woods Edge Road, north of Happy Hill Road, west of
the rail road tracks and east of the parcel at the groin of the two roads. The address is
15901 Woods Edge Road in Chesterfield County, VA.

Adjoining Property & Uses
Not addressed now.

Existing ON-SITE Drainage Network
The existing drainage can be conceptually described in two pathways. The northerly
pathway is along the south edge of Woods Edge Road to the railroad on the east. The
southerly pathway is overland to the railroad on the east.

The northerly path collects the bulk of the site and property from the west. The
roadways are the drainage divides. This is Existing Basin A. NOTE: there is a curb inlet
across Happy Hill Drive and I have not accounted for the discharge path – if this is
conveyed through our system it is a bypass and affect sizing and stability only.

The Southerly path collects a minor area along a ridge without a direct conveyance
pathway. This is Existing Basin B.

Existing OFF-SITE Drainage Network
Purpose for the onsite division is that the downstream channel is not defined.

Looking at contours the railroad right of way could have a divide, going east-west on the
east of our property. So the property on the north of Woods Edge that drains to the rail
road does not have an obvious out. Neither does our northerly path along Woods Edge.
It is assumed that this ponds then overflows to the south along the rail road property.
The flows on each side are calculated separately in case we have to split them later for
two discharge paths.

This also means the Adequate Channel requirements cannot be tested at this time. But
I’m assuming a low-slope conveyance of something below the track level.
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Soils
Per NRCS there are three soil map units encountered. The 163B & 158B are both
Hydrologic Soil Group (HSG) C soils. The 188 is a HSG C & D soil and will be treated
as a D soil for calculations.

Proposed Drainage
The Project Site is the proposed building, its immediate surroundings, and entrance
areas.

The building would be constructed slightly above grade. The perimeter surface drainage
would discharge to a SWM facility along the east line. There would be a major
collection/conveyance system on/under the pavement along the north side to the SWM
facility.

For the purposes of this analysis: I assume one pond and one discharge. If later we
have to divide it for two discharges (see adequate channel discussion above) I’m
assuming we can make it work.
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Proposed Basin A is the reduced areas left from Existing Basin A that is not directed to
Basin C and the pond. This is smaller than existing and includes some of the entrance
pavement.

Proposed Basin B is the areas left from Existing Basin B that is not directed to Basin C
and the pond. This is smaller than existing and includes some of the entrance
pavement.

Proposed Basin C is the developed site and the pond.

CRITERIA & METHODOLOGY

Criteria
The total project limits of disturbance is well over one acre

Erosion & Sediment Control (E&SC)
Since the project disturbs more than 10,000 sq. ft. the E&SC criteria will be applied.

Stormwater Management (VSMP)
Since the project disturbs more than 1 acre a VSMP registration permit will be required.

Methodology

Stormwater Quantity – Calculations
The hydrology and hydraulics are calculated in Appendix B & C (pre-development, and
post-development).

Unknown - the 10-year is/is-not contained within the system without causing erosion or
flooding.

The slopes of the conveyance system may be challenging depending upon the depth to
the adequate channel that is unknown.

Stormwater Quantity – Channel Protection
On site will be a proposed conveyance system. Off-site will have reduced discharge
(directed through proposed site) so should be adequate.

Stormwater Quantity – Flood Protection
Stormwater detention is proposed. This is approximated as a rectangle, with a bottom of
3’ wide and 360’ long with 3:1 side slopes for 4.5’ deep. Bottom slope ignored for this
exercise.
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Using the layout we have now everything is defined except where I draw basin devides
and how the Tc is calculated. Doing it with one basin in a straight-forward method we
have a Tc of 15.3 minutes (mostly due to the grass area under the power lines that
connect to the on-site collection system). Evaluating the pond with this has the pond
area as being adequate.

If the basin outline changes, the pond area cannot be fully developed or the Tc is lower
it may not be. For example using the above assumption and manually lowering the TC
to 10 minutes it still attenuates the 10-yr post to be under the 10-year peak.

Stormwater Quality
The VRRM Spreadsheet was used to calculate the phosphorus removal for the entire
Project Site of 5.49 acres.

We assume. The water quality will be addressed by purchasing phosphorus credits from
a nutrient bank. Required 4.96 lbs to be purchased.

These calculations are in Appendix D.

REFERENCES
References used for the calculations include the following:
Skipped

ASSUMPTIONS
Assumptions are listed in the discussion above.
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ANALYSIS

Pre-Developed Conditions
The pre-development calculations are in Appendix B.

Post-Developed Conditions
The post-development calculations are in Appendix C.

Site Analysis Summary
The calculations do not size or show it is contained in any channels.

The pond is adequate for keeping the 2-year post < 2-year pre and the 10-yr post < 10-
year pre for discharge rates.

Inlet/Culvert Considerations
Not Developed for Concept.

Downstream Analysis
Cannot be done at this time. See Discussion above.
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

This meets or nominal design for discharge attenuation.
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Appendix B – Pre Developed Hydrologic
Conditions
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B01 Basin Map(s) with Time of Concentration & ‘CN’ values
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Appendix C – Post Developed Hydrologic
Conditions
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C01 Basin Map(s) with Time of Concentration & ‘C’ values
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Appendix D – Virginia Runoff Reduction
Calculations



LAND COVER SUMMARY -- POST DEVELOPMENT

Land Cover Summary Treatment Volume and Nutrient  Loads
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September 16, 2016

BParham Properties Inc.
Attn: Mr. Barry Parham
21106 Penmar Drive
Matoaca, VA 23805

RE:   Preliminary Subsurface Exploration and Wetland Assessment Services
15901 Woods Edge Road
Chesterfield County, Virginia
Project #2016523

Dear Mr. Parham,

Geo-Solutions is pleased to submit the following findings report for our preliminary
subsurface investigation and assessment of the above referenced site.  At this time, we
have completed multiple hand auger test borings across the site.  The borings were
distributed throughout the property to provide good preliminary coverage of the site for
the purpose of identifying suitable soils and landscapes for the installation of onsite
sewage disposal systems as well as identify significant and obvious geotechnical
related issues on-site.  Additionally, the site and soils along with available maps have
been reviewed to determine the presence of jurisdictional wetlands and/or waters of the
U.S.  The following report contains our observations and conclusions.

Geotechnical Assessment:

The onsite soil profiles encountered have been reviewed to identify any obvious
geotechnical issues at the subject site.  The soil composition onsite is generally
consistent with significant variations only found in the overland drainage area of Zone 2
on Figure 1. The soil profile generally consists of 3-8 of topsoil and rootmat underlain by
light brown and light yellowish brown Silty Sand (SM); underlain by yellowish brown and
light gray, Sandy Silt (ML).  Topsoil and rootmat are unsuitable for support in all
structural areas of the site and should be stripped prior to excavation or placement of
controlled fill.  Stripping depths should be estimated at 6-10 inches based upon the
topsoil found in test borings.  Visual observation and review of laboratory results
indicate that the soils onsite exhibit a LOW potential for shrink/swell action and should
pose a LOW threat of structural damage. Dynamic cone penetrometer testing indicated
soil bearing capacities in the range of 2000-2500psf for the vast majority of the soil on-
site.  Seasonal moisture content levels could affect these strengths and further bearing
capacity analysis should be completed upon determination of specific building
parameters.  However, the bearing capacities determined at this time are typically
suitable for most light to moderately loaded structures.  The soils are generally suitable
for construction of standard spread footings or monolithic slabs.  Redoximorphic
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features were observed within the soil profile at depths as shallow as 24 .  This
indicates a shallow seasonal water table during wetter months of the year.  At these
depths, seasonal groundwater could pose problems to site work and excavation
activities at the site.  Groundwater problems will be less during the months of April to
October.  The soils encountered onsite are generally suitable for use as controlled fill if
moisture content levels allow.

TABLE A
LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

15901 Woods Edge Road

SAMPLE HA-3; 2.5 feet

NATURAL MOISTURE: ASTM D-2216 14.1%

LIQUID LIMIT: ASTM D-4318 33.9

PLASTIC LIMIT: ASTM D-4318 27.1

PLASTICITY INDEX: ASTM D-4318 6.8

%PASSING #200 SIEVE: ASTM D-1140 52.4%

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION ML

Onsite Sewage Disposal Assessment:

The site has been evaluated based upon current Virginia Department of Health
Regulations.  An average daily water usage of 900 gallons per day has been utilized for
sizing calculations.  Exact daily usage may vary once final plans have been determined.
Average daily flows over 1000gpd are considered Mass Drainfields and require
specialized evaluations and permitting.  My evaluation indicates that the site and soils
labeled as Zone 1 on Figure 1 are unsuitable for the installation of a
drainfield, due to the shallow depth to seasonal water table. However, the this zone is
suitable for the construction of an system with secondary (TL-2)
pretreatment. Dispersal can be accomplished through standard trenches or pressurized
drip dispersal.  For an average usage of 900gpd, a minimum primary area of 50 x100
would be required along with a designated reserve of 50 x100.  A septic system of this
type and size typically costs $20,000 to $30,000 for materials and installation.
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Additionally, a yearly maintenance contract is required by the state for proper operation
of the system.  Maintenance contracts range from $450-$600 per year based upon the
provider and type of system. The site and soils labeled as Zone 2 on Figure 1 are
unsuitable for installation of any type of septic system due to conflicts with utility
easements, shallow depth to seasonal groundwater, and landscape position.

Wetland Assessment Findings:

Based upon our review of the site, soils, and available maps, I conclude that there are
NO areas of jurisdictional wetlands on the site.  However there is a defined channel
present on the northeast corner of the property.  Based upon the shape and position of
this channel, it is determined to be an ephemeral swale.  This type of feature typically
transmits water only during periods of measurable rainfall.  This type of feature is not
subject to Resource Protection Area buffers however it can be a jurisdictional feature
that requires permitting if impacted.  Typically impacts under 300 linear feet of swale fall
under a Nationwide Permit and are not subject to mitigation.  These determinations can
be formalized with a full delineation and jurisdictional determination by the Corps of
Engineers.    The approximate location of this feature has been illustrated on Figure 1.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions regarding this report.

Sincerely,

Brent E. Johnson P.E., P.G., AOSE
President

Attachments


















